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Editorial:

Journal of Measurement Science and Applications (JMSA) was launched in 2020 with the aim to be the Egypt’s first scientific journal deals with one of the specialties’, Precision Measurement. JMSA is a peer-reviewed multi-disciplinary international journal established according to NIS president decree No 201-2020 and issues periodically (twice a year) by the National Institute of Standards (NIS), Egypt. JMSA is devoted to publish a profound and comprehensive work in addition to foster the dissemination of scientific information by publishing manuscripts in metrology including physical science, material chemistry and engineering in addition to materials sciences. The journal covers all aspects of metrology including, but not limited to, methodology, instrumentation, and theory of assessment, evaluation, testing, characterization and measurements. On the other hand, our experienced editorial board and reviewers bring a wealth of knowledge to the author’s submission via rigorous peer review process to ensure that your work will be published according to high standard. Besides, the fast publication process at which the first decision is provided to the authors in approximately 4-6 weeks. Besides; our future aim is to encourage scientists worldwide to publish their own theoretical and experimental findings in both the theoretical and practical applications of precision measurement in physics, chemistry and engineering from inception to commercial manipulation, particularly those dealing with the seven basic units of the International System of units and their derivatives in JMSA. Finally; we hope that you will like the quality of the published papers. We are also aware of the case that we should work hard to expand the journal to the scientific community in relevant areas. We have been working on making the submission and reviewing processes easier and faster. We believe that the JMSA will be indexed by many scientific databases in the nearest future. For more information about the journal with respect to aims and scope, peer review process, guide to the authors and editorial boards; please visit the journal website at JMSA.Journal.ekb.eg.
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